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Abstract

In recent years, deoffshorization is a trend and dozens of countries have already started 
an open fight against offshore accounts. Ukraine is moving to complete deoffshori-
zation in accordance with the new rules for exchanging information on financial ac-
counts and BEPS rules. The purpose of the study was to search for optimal solutions 
for further improvements in the field of deoffshorization of the national and region-
al economy of the Eastern European contries, in particular Ukraine. The following 
methods were used to solve the problems in the work: induction and deduction (in 
the study of offshore types, the definition of interconnection and interdependence 
between them), abstract-logical (in generalizing the theoretical foundations of eco-
nomic deoffshorization ), econometric-statistical (in assessing the state and dynamics 
of export-import operations of Ukraine with offshore jurisdictions), statistical analysis.

On the basis of theoretical and empirical conclusions, the main consequences, which 
are the result of the study of global deoffshorization in conditions of financial control 
and its influence on the national and regional economy of Ukraine, are presented. The 
article provides a correlation analysis of the dependence of the export index to the 
UK from Ukraine with export, import and balance of offshore countries. A study was 
conducted on the presence or absence of a relationship between the volume of balance, 
exports and imports from Ukraine to the United Kingdom with the macroeconomic 
indicators of the national economy of Ukraine.
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INTRODUCTION

Offshores are a purely negative phenomenon that the public 
perceives to be very critical, or a habitual phenomenon that 
opens up new opportunities for doing business. Today, the whole 
business is trying to avoid offshore, as the world community has 
taken an active deoffshorization course. In addition, the urgent 
problem is the attraction of foreign investments into the economy 
of the country and regions. Investment processes directly affect 
the dynamics of socio-economic development of regions and the 
state as a whole. Foreign investment is a significant part of the 
country’s investment potential. World experience demonstrates 
the dependence of foreign direct investment with well-developed 
infrastructure, a favorable business environment (low costs for 
starting a business, low level of corruption, and the work efficiency 
of local authorities). The existing benefits stimulate investors to 
invest and create business in the region.
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Given the growing uncertainty within the global economy and the increasing turbulence of the 
international capital market, global risks for Ukraine are quite significant. The use of the benefits of 
financial globalization while minimizing its risks requires the application of specific regulation of 
capital inflow-outflow. Globalization in the modern world has greatly influenced the intensification of 
the competitive struggle between the world countries for investments, technologies, and jobs.

1. LITERATURE REVIEW

Many aspects of taxation, management and deoff-
shorization of the economy were considered by 
many scholars. So, Zizlavsky’s (2016) work is 
based on knowledge in the field of innovation 
management and managerial control. Issues of 
management and evaluation of the effectiveness of 
the innovation process are considered. Attention 
is focused on the effective spending of resources 
throughout the innovation process.

Kedziora, Kraslawski, and Kärri (2016) under-
stand the business process of offshore as the trans-
fer of individual business tasks to a country with 
different rules than the country’s own rules. Today, 
offshoring has become a global strategy for most 
companies around the world.

Ruiu (2018) argues that fatalism can affect pro-
fessional choices and preservation of the deci-
sion of economic agents. It is necessary to under-
stand the economic behavior of demand for assets 
from entrepreneurs, since entrepreneurs have a 
large volume of financial assets. Šramko (2015) 
is considering the idea of taxation of financial 
transactions. The scientist writes that in addition 
to increasing incomes, the taxation of financial 
transactions is intended to prevent financial 
transactions that do not increase the efficiency 
of the market and as a consequence restrain the 
excess volatility of financial markets.

Zhang (2017) proposed a model developed as part 
of a dynamic general equilibrium with heteroge-
neous households and progressive income taxa-
tion. Public finances are substantially supported 
by tax revenues. Zhang (2017) describes a mod-
el with a dynamic interaction between economic 
growth, the accumulation of wealth and progres-
sive taxation of profits at the international level.

D. C. Vu, Lee, and H. L. Vu (2016) argue that the 
greatest concern among governments in many 

countries is to optimize the implementation of 
segregated financial elements into a single system 
for economic development of countries. Kalinina 
(2016) notes that, for example, income tax is one 
of the most important taxes in Russia, which, to-
gether with the value added tax and corporate 
profit tax, provide the largest revenues to the state 
budget.

Ameur and Tkiouat (2016) write that the behav-
ior of fraudulent taxpayers negatively affects the 
resources available to finance the country’s main 
government spending. Fraud scams create unfair 
competition and cause damage to other taxpayers. 
Bobrova (2016) argues that when entering into the 
interaction with respect to taxation, subjects of tax 
relations often move from the zone of the hidden 
conflict to the open.

Sinenko and Mayburov (2017) in their studies con-
sider special economic zones that are widely used 
globally as a tax tool for further development and 
attracting foreign investment. Tax exemptions of 
special economic zones have a great influence on 
investment decisions of enterprises. Balseven and 
Tugcu (2017) write that equality in income distri-
bution has become an important topic in the study 
of modern macroeconomics. In the process of glo-
balization, countries have lost the flexibility to 
use fiscal policy. Valipour, Homayoun, and Piran 
(2017) rightly point out that financing is one of the 
most important measures and supports strategic 
investment of enterprises. Financial indicators are 
related to financial statements and tax expenses of 
enterprises.

Ebi and Ayodele (2017) write that governments 
in many countries need revenue to maintain 
an adequate level of public investment and so-
cial services, while taxes are the main source 
of increased incomes in both developed and 
developing countries. Huda, Nugraheni, and 
Kamarudin (2017) are studying transfer pric-
ing, which comes from an attempt to control 
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the other party through its owner. Martina 
(2017) writes that the tax structure is the main 
form of government revenues and the main in-
strument for implementing state fiscal policy. 
Mahmood, Saeed, Ali, Hasti, and Elyasi (2018) 
consider technology firms that play an impor-
tant role in job creation, national competitive-
ness and innovation, and the search for funding 
in each country. Harahap, Sinaga, Manurung, 
and Maulana (2018) write that the tax is about 
70% of the country’s state budget, which makes 
it extremely important for the functioning of 
the governance and development of each state.

Hong, Hsu, and Li (2018) argue that the finan-
cial crisis in 2008 has significantly increased 
country debt and reduced their fiscal space, 
causing difficulties in introducing national in-
surance in most countries. Hong, Tsai, Lee, and 
Dang (2018) write that after the financial crisis, 
Taiwan’s economic growth has slowed down, in-
creasing its budget deficit, and tax reform has 
become a solution. Suprihanti, Harianto, Sinaga, 
and Kustiari (2018) look at one of the industries 
that plays an important role in the Indonesian 
economy – this is the tobacco sector. The future 
of the epidemic of tobacco-related illnesses lie 
in low- and middle-income countries, where 
tobacco sales are rising as a result of rising in-
comes and trade liberalization.

Jihene and Moez (2019) write that taxes are a ma-
jor concern for businesses as it affects competi-
tiveness. In this context, enterprises are not sat-
isfied with passive tax administration. Avoiding 
taxes is considered to be the main problem that 
threatens the national economy. Awounang 
and Foning (2014) note that the most macroe-
conomic variables show high volatility in devel-
oping countries. This uncertainty environment 
affects the investment. Zirgulis (2014) consid-
ers corporate income taxation, which generates 
high incomes for governments, especially for 
industrialized countries. Thus, the issue of tax 
competition is extremely important for the gov-
ernments of the countries. A better understand-
ing of tax competition will provide managers 
with the best tools for tax policy formation.

Consequently, the study of global deoffshoriza-
tion and its impact on the national and regional 

economy of eastern European contries, in par-
ticular Ukraine, is relevant.

2. AIMS

The study purpose is to search the optimal solu-
tions for further improvements in the field of de-
offshorization of the national and regional econo-
my of eastern European contries, in particular in 
Ukraine.

3. METHOD  

AND METHODOLOGY

The theoretical and methodological basis of the re-
search is the dialectical method of cognition, sci-
entific development and publication of domestic 
and foreign scientists on taxation, management 
and deoffshorization of the economy. The follow-
ing methods were used to solve the problems in the 
work: induction and deduction (in the study of off-
shore types, the definition of interconnection and 
interdependence between them), abstract-logical 
(in generalizing the theoretical foundations of eco-
nomic deoffshorization), econometric-statistical 
(in assessing the state and dynamics of export-im-
port operations of Ukraine with offshore jurisdic-
tions), statistical analysis (in determining the im-
pact, presence or absence of connection between 
the volume of balances, exports and imports from 
Ukraine to the UK with macroeconomic indica-
tors of the national economy of Ukraine).

The research structure is based on data from the 
State Statistics Committee of Ukraine, the National 
Bank of Ukraine, the World Bank. The study was 
conducted on the basis of data for 2002–2017. The 
national economy of Ukraine is the main unit of re-
search interest. In the concept of global deoffshor-
ization decisions in this research, a systematic ap-
proach is considered, which studies the situation in 
the context of external and internal circumstances. 
The analysis is used to obtain new information and 
its interpretation. The need to strengthen the field 
of knowledge about deoffshorization of the nation-
al economy was identified by means of empirical 
research, serves to present the authors’ opinion 
about global deoffshorization in Ukraine under fi-
nancial control for offshore operations.
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3.1. Directions for further 
improvement in the 
deoffshorization field of national 
and regional economies

Deoffshorization in recent years is already a 
certain trend, which is also mandatory, and 
dozens of countries have already started an open 
fight against offshore accounts. Ukraine is moving 
towards a total deoffshorization under the new 
rules for information exchange on financial 
accounts (CRS) and BEPS rules. There is also 
the MLI Agreement, which has now joined 68 
countries. It provides for the introduction of 
amendments to more than 1,200 double taxation 
conventions, which will, in particular, increase 
preferential rates for repatriation of income.

Offshores have already gained such popularity that 
even certain kinds of them appeared. The most 
popular are classical offshore, which are typical of 
Panama, Belize and others. Companies registered in 
such an offshore are used to protect assets and re-
duce the tax burden for businesses. Classical offshore 
companies are not authorized to conduct any activity 
in the country of their registration. A characteristic 
feature of classical offshore is that companies regis-
tered in such offshore companies pay only a fixed tax. 
These companies are exempted from tax reporting.

For a more detailed disclosure of the research 
topic, it will be analyzed how the volumes of 

exports and imports in the national economy of 
Ukraine have changed during 2002–2017 (Figure 
1). In 2017, as compared to 2002, Ukraine’s exports, 
imports, and balance are growing, respectively, by 
USD 25307641.2 thousand, (by 2.4 times), by USD 
32630339.4 thousand (almost by 3 times); by USD 
5362177,6 thousand (almost by 6.5 times).

Export under-invoicing is the most common method 
of global illegal leakage of capital. It accounts for 52% 
of all global capital withdrawal transactions. In the 
second place, it is an import over-invoicing – 31.5%.

In Table 1, the comparative dynamics of export-
import operations of Eastern European countries is 
analyzed.

According to Table 1, among the studied countries 
of Eastern Europe, export-import operations tend to 
increase in 2017 compared to 2009, which indicates 
the active foreign economic activity of these countries.

Exporting from Ukraine to the offshore or im-
porting to Ukraine can reflect both real supplies 
of goods and be an element of chain of the trade 
and financial transactions. Trade and financial 
transactions are aimed at minimizing taxation 
and concealing information about actual curren-
cy earnings. Let’s consider the foreign economic 
activity of Ukraine with the countries – classical 
offshores. The following countries are selected for 
research: Panama, Seychelles, Belize, the Bahamas 
(Table 2).

Figure 1. Dynamics of volumes of export and import  

in the national economy of Ukraine during 2002–2017

Source: Authors’ calculations according to the data from the State Statistics 
Committee of Ukraine, the National Bank of Ukraine, the World Bank.
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Analyzing Table 2, it can be concluded that the 
largest volume of export-import operations in 
Ukraine among investigated offshore is with 
Panama. During 2015–2016, there is no overall 
foreign economic activity of Ukraine with the 
Bahamas and Seychelles. Most actively, Ukraine 
exported goods to the classical offshore, and al-
so imported them from there during 2012–2013. 

Then, the trend went down, and since 2017, trade 
with classical offshores has risen again. It should 
also be emphasized that exports to the classical 
offshore almost in all the studied years several 
times exceeded the import value. In the first place, 
this happens because of the phenomenon of re-ex-
port, when the product is sold to the company in 
the offshore, and already it sells it to other coun-

Table 1. Comparative dynamics of export-import operations of Eastern European countries 

Source: Authors’ calculations according to the data from the World Bank.

Indicator
Years Ratio, %

2009 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

Belarus

Exports of goods and services (% of GDP) 48.88 58.33 54.94 58.01 62.51 67.04 137.16
Exports of goods and services (USD mln) 24310,30 44046,10 43302,90 32797,80 29926,90 36529,50 150.26
Imports of goods and services (% of GDP) 59.76 61.48 55.71 57.90 62.70 67.06 112.22
Imports of goods and services (USD mln) 29918,30 46387,00 43791,80 32697,10 29958,90 36446,60 121.82

Latvia

Exports of goods and services (% of GDP) 42.60 60.30 60.74 60.42 59.98 61.09 143.40
Exports of goods and services (USD mln) 11400,77 18219,51 19025,96 16289,16 16553,32 18374,79 161.17
Imports of goods and services (% of GDP) 44.22 63.85 62.19 60.93 58.82 61.00 137.94
Imports of goods and services (USD mln) 11591,73 19342,48 19482,33 16428,03 16305,27 18783,17 162.03

Lithuania

Exports of goods and services (% of GDP) 51.94 84.06 81.10 75.82 74.10 80.90 155.77
Exports of goods and services (USD mln) 19539,52 39046,07 39259,62 31393,65 31817,89 38623,79 197.67
Imports of goods and services (% of GDP) 53.62 82.81 79.03 76.30 72.82 78.11 145.67
Imports of goods and services (USD mln) 20160,45 38470,36 38341,42 31667,26 31299,23 37272,91 184.88

Moldova

Exports of goods and services (% of GDP) 36.87 43.34 41.53 42.80 43.46 – –
Exports of goods and services (USD mln) 1708,87 3040,67 2958,71 2488,42 2608,05 3101,60 181.50
Imports of goods and services (% of GDP) 73.49 80.60 78.53 73.86 70.94 – –
Imports of goods and services (USD mln) 370,74 6027,0 5872,27 4479,88 4466,84 5353,71 144.40

Table 2. Dynamics of Ukrainian international trade indicators with classical offshores during 2002–
2017, USD thsd. 

Source: Data from the State Statistics Committee of Ukraine, World Bank.

Classic offshores 2002 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

Panama

Export 13076,0 22499,8 29825,7 28945,3 31531 9908,4 13904 28125

Imports 477,2 11190,0 19741,6 16548,4 1713,2 11807 2414,3 1280,9

Balance 12598,85 11309,8 10084,1 12396,8 29818 –1899,2 11490 26845
Seychelles

Export 1,99 1536,7 3288,5 1507,1 289,5 – – 3748,9
Imports 148,5 85 442,9 74 384,6 – – 526,4
Balance –146,51 1451,7 2845,6 1433 –95,1 – – 3222,5

Belize

Export 1883,81 7524,5 225175,4 174718,5 360,3 3666,9 930,2 10517
Imports 507,06 480 1052,7 5457,1 5629,1 28,4 710,2 865,8
Balance 1376,75 7044,5 224122,7 169261,4 –5268,8 3638,4 220 9651,3

The Bahamas

Export 1833,47 22,9 5096,5 73,8 – – – 13224
Imports 1492,96 1647,8 554,3 231,5 – – – –
Balance 340,51 –1625,0 4542,2 –157,7 – – – 13224,2
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tries. There are plenty of ways to withdraw mon-
ey from offshore zones, and their list is constantly 
replenished with new schemes. However, interna-
tional trade, ie import and export, is one of the 
most profitable and widely used ways in which 
cash flows into offshore zones.

In addition to offshores, there are also midshores and 
onshores. The midshores are one offshore type that 
includes jurisdictions that occupy an intermediate 
position between classical offshore areas and high 
tax “prestigious” jurisdictions. Midshores are juris-
dictions that adhere to all international transparen-
cy standards and actively implement them in their 
national legislation (for example, they implement an 
open register of company owners), known for their 
stable financial and banking sector, as well as low 
tax rates. However, in comparison with classical off-
shore zones, midshores have a bunch of advantages. 
They have the same authority and level of trust, as 
well as high tax jurisdictions. In addition, midshores, 
unlike many classic offshores, are part of the OECD 
white list, for example, Britain, Ireland, Cyprus, and 
Hong Kong. They are more attractive in tax terms 
compared to high tax jurisdictions.

But there are cases when in deoffshorization busi-
ness conditions companies are better to choose 

other jurisdictions – onshores. Onshore is the ju-
risdiction of highly developed, non-taxed coun-
tries, taxes are usually charged at rates of 20% or 
more, they have very high reporting and busi-
ness transparency requirements, but at the same 
time a very developed and strong financial sector. 
These onshores include the Netherlands, Germany, 
Switzerland, Austria, Liechtenstein and other 
countries. Onshore is a completely different lev-
el of doing business. Currently, onshore is practi-
cally not popular, as well as midshore, because of 
their complexity and high cost of service. But for 
companies that are more important than a name, a 
prestige, as well as an additional bonus in the form 
of the benefits of avoiding double taxation, the 
offshore jurisdictions will work best. It often hap-
pens that the partners themselves and suppliers put 
harsh boundaries and requirements for the com-
panies in the jurisdiction in which the company 
should be registered and where the bank account 
should be opened for successful cooperation. In 
this case, companies will definitely choose onshore.

Since the volume of international trade of Ukraine 
with midshores during 2002–2017 is the greatest 
with Great Britain, for a more detailed disclosure 
of the research topic, a correlation analysis of the 
dependence of the Ukraine export indicator to 

Table 3. Dynamics of Ukrainian international trade indicators with midshores during 2002–2017, USD thsd. 

Source: Data from the State Statistics Committee of Ukraine, World Bank.

Мidshores 2002 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

United Kingdom

Export 537043,6 485739 551421 547214 589211 367897 317792 480025
Import 263018,3 1128551 1149469 1132419 692044 570127 709262 798949
Balance 274025,2 –642812 –598048 –585204 –102833 –202230 –391470 –318924

Ireland

Export 2269,16 14660,5 75979,7 120847 69479,4 59182,6 45483,9 55298,4
Import 25443,5 168316,5 152631 191487 134006 75396,4 84712,5 113890
Balance –23174,34 –153656 –76651 –70640 –64527 –16213 –39228 –58591

Cyprus

Export 200957,2 174415,8 168047 161554 283724 61526,1 53481,4 79637,6
Import 17000,28 143933 79550,9 70320,8 50298,8 16922,9 22081,6 20527,1
Balance 183956,92 30482,8 88496,4 91234,1 233426 44603,3 31399,9 59110,5

Hong Kong

Export 34855,24 30768 16831,6 24491,9 25864,3 15439,5 49013,4 54074,8
Import 4209,75 28495 20004,6 29910 17186,4 12246 17629,9 29120,1
Balance 30645,49 2272,9 –3173,0 –5418,1 8677,9 3193,5 31383,4 24954,7

New Zealand

Export 2037,32 3526 4265,4 5210,6 2075,5 1891,9 2555,8 2039,9
Import 901,07 22575,5 38257,6 41884,9 42635,7 9966,7 10873,8 13130,6
Balance 1136,25 –19049,5 –33992 –36674 –40560 –8074,8 –8318,1 –11090
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UK with export, import, and balance of investi-
gated offshore countries was conducted. In Table 
5, the coefficients of correlation are more than 0.5; 
namely there is a direct or inverse relationship.

The analysis of the table showed a direct connection 
between the UK exports to Ukraine with the fol-

lowing indicators: imports from Ireland, imports 
from New Zealand, imports from the Netherlands, 
and imports from Germany. Interesting results 
are the direct relationship between the magnitude 
of exports to the UK with Ukraine and the indica-
tors of international trade between Ukraine and 
Austria. The converse connection is between the 

Table 4. Dynamics of Ukrainian international trade indicators with onshores during 2002–2017, USD thsd. 

Source: Data from the State Statistics Committee of Ukraine, World Bank.

Onshores 2002 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

Netherlands

Export 284997,93 829939,3 1041336,6 1106095,9 905655 995322,6 1676127,4
Import 214007,66 1122045 1061746,9 763899,6 452611,8 546847,8 643673,2
Balance 70990,27 –292105,6 –20410,3 342196,4 453043,2 448474,8 1032454,3

Germany

Export 755422,38 1645030,3 1603784,9 1590590,3 1328677,4 1423735,2 1754185,7
Import 1658209,57 6807143,2 6771002,9 5361520,6 3975626,5 4318445,9 5445028,2
Balance –902787,1 –5162112,9 –5167217,9 –3770930,3 –2646949,1 –2894710,7 –3690842,5

Switzerland

Export 154176,65 148638,3 223010,5 187432,7 123240,7 105916,3 182314,5
Import 152022,84 764319,1 905783,1 523576,6 457723,2 983811,7 1682171,1
Balance 2153,81 –615680,8 –682772,6 –336143,8 –334482,5 –877895,5 –1499856,6

Austria

Export 236787,8 520820,7 554607,7 530898,8 347167,2 361323,9 535169,5
Import 223733,94 733427,9 968517,4 606282,8 369635,3 465091,3 484467,7
Balance 13053,86 –212607,2 –413909,7 –75384,0 –22468,1 –103767,4 50701,7

Denmark

Export 36611,13 152737,2 163887,2 125812,4 144675,3 155453,9 189484,3
Import 101990,72 281902,2 314078,4 234932,1 147614 184203 195396,5
Balance –65379,59 –129165,0 –150191,2 –109119,7 –2938,6 –28749,1 –5912,2

Estonia

Export 86740,22 253998,5 103208,1 82258,7 66205,7 98048,2 133067
Import 51813,66 96439,1 93290,9 77312,6 77499,2 66632,2 83508,4
Balance 34926,56 157559,3 9917,2 4946,1 –11293,5 31416 49558,6

Malta

Export 4964,07 9558,7 6263,4 1622,8 12237 7746 66195,4
Import 73,19 20356,6 10857,7 10925,6 16359,3 11479,2 8700,9
Balance 4890,88 –10798,0 –4594,2 –9302,7 –4122,3 –3733,2 57494,5

Table 5. Correlation of the dependence of the export indicator to the UK from Ukraine with the 
export, import, and balance indicators of the investigated offshore countries

Source: Authors’ calculations according to the data from the State Statistics Committee of Ukraine, the National Bank of Ukraine, the World Bank.

Coefficient of correlation Indicator Country

0.605235 Imports, thsd. USD Ireland

–0.59423 Balance, thsd. USD Hong Kong
0.698714 Imports, thsd. USD New Zealand
0.592647 Imports, thsd. USD Netherlands
0.550323 Imports, thsd. USD Germany
–0.96022 Balance, thsd. USD Germany
–0.68704 Balance, thsd. USD Switzerland
0.700995 Exports, thsd. USD Austria

0.519244 Imports, thsd. USD Austria

0.853335 Balance, thsd. USD Austria
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indicators of exports to the United Kingdom of 
Ukraine with the following indicators: the balance 
of foreign trade of Ukraine with Hong Kong, the 
balance of foreign trade of Ukraine with Germany 
and the balance of foreign trade of Ukraine with 
Switzerland. There is no correlation between the 
indicators of international trade of Ukraine with 
classical offshore countries.

Next, a study was conducted on the presence or 
absence of a relationship between the volume of 
balance, exports and imports in USD thsd. from 
Ukraine to Great Britain with the following 
indicators: GDP growth (annual %), GDP 
per capita growth (annual %), GDP (current 
USD), GDP per capita (current US$), General 
government final consumption expenditure (% of 
GDP), GNI (current USD), GNI per capita growth 
(annual %), GNI per capita, Atlas method (current 
USD), Gross capital formation (% of GDP), Gross 
capital formation (annual % growth), Gross 
capital formation (current USD), Gross domestic 
savings (% of GDP), Gross fixed capital formation 
(% of GDP), Gross national expenditure (% of 
GDP), Gross value added at factor cost (current 
USD), Household final consumption expenditure 
(annual % growth), Household final consumption 
expenditure (current USD), IMF charges (INT, 

current USD), Industry, value added (% of GDP), 
Inflation, GDP deflator (annual %), Profit tax (% of 
commercial profits), Tax payments (number), Tax 
revenue (% of GDP), Taxes on exports (% of tax 
revenue), Taxes on exports (current LCU), Taxes 
on goods and services (% of revenue), Taxes on 
goods and services (% value added of industry and 
services), Taxes on goods and services (current 
LCU), Taxes on income, profits and capital gains 
(% of revenue), Taxes on income, profits and 
capital gains (% of total taxes), Taxes on income, 
profits and capital gains (current LCU), Taxes 
on international trade (% of revenue), Taxes on 
international trade (current LCU), Total tax rate 
(% of commercial profits). Table 6 summarizes 
the correlation coefficients of more than 0.5. 
That confirms the presence of direct or converse 
connection between the indicators.

Analyzing Table 6, there is a relationship between 
the volumes of exports from Ukraine to the UK 
with the following indicators: GDP, GDP per cap-
ita, GNI, GNI per capita, Household final con-
sumption expenditure, Taxes on international 
trade feedbacks. Direct correlation between im-
port volumes from Ukraine to the UK with the 
following indicators: GDP, GDP per capita, GNI, 
GNI per capita, Gross capital formation, Gross do-

Table 6. Coefficients of the correlation of the indicators of balance, export and import from Ukraine 
to the United Kingdom with the researched indicators

Source: Authors’ calculations according to the data from the State Statistics Committee of Ukraine, the National Bank of Ukraine, the World Bank.

Export (dependence)
Correlation 
coefficient Import (dependence)

Correlation 
coefficient Balance (dependence)

Correlation 
coefficient

GDP (current USD) 0.565977 GDP (current USD) 0.883277 GDP (current USD) –0.62815
GDP per capita (current 
USD) 0.575602 GDP per capita (current 

USD) 0.875452 GDP per capita (current 
USD) –0.59213

GNI (current USD) 0.571276 GNI (current USD) 0.886443 GNI (current USD) –0.62603
GNI per capita, Atlas 
method (current USD) 0.545738 GNI per capita, Atlas 

method (current USD) 0.736636 GNI per capita, Atlas 
method (current USD) –0.50408

Gross value added at factor 
cost (current USD) 0.565833 Gross capital formation 

(current USD) 0.903805 Gross capital formation 
(annual % growth) –0.59889

Household final 
consumption expenditure 
(current USD)

0.507433 Gross national expenditure 
(% of GDP) 0.714221 Gross capital formation 

(current USD) –0.69832

Taxes on international trade 
(% of revenue) –0.52032

Gross value added at factor 
cost (current USD) 0.882378 Gross value added at 

factor cost (current USD) –0.66146

Household final 
consumption expenditure 
(current USD)

0.761985

Household final 
consumption expenditure 
(current USD)

–0.55542

Taxes on exports (current 
LCU) –0.85058

Taxes on income, profits 
and capital gains (% of 
revenue)

–0.68668
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mestic expenditure, Household final consumption 
expenditures. There is a reverse significant rela-
tionship between the volume of the balance from 
Ukraine to the UK with the following indicators: 
GDP, GDP per capita, GNI, GNI per capita, Gross 
capital formation, Gross value added at factor cost, 
Household final consumption expenditure, Taxes 
on exports, Taxes on income, profit and capital 
gains. There are no significant relationships with 
other studied parameters.

In recent years, the world community is concerned 
about the activities of offshore companies. Every 
year new approaches are developed to combat off-
shore. Therefore, it is fair to note that the world has 
begun a global process of deoffshorization of the 
world economy. In a broad sense, deoffshorization 
is the counteraction to the erosion of the tax base 
and the elimination of tax-free profits (anti-BPPS). 
BEPS is defined precisely as the dilution of the tax 
base and the withdrawal of profit from taxation. 
In the narrow sense, deoffshorization is the identi-
fication of profits, deduced in low tax and offshore 
jurisdictions, and taxation of such profits.

If to distinguish these features in a separate con-
cept, deoffshorization is a complex of measures at 
the state level in its various spheres, in particular 
in the legal, legislative and informational, to re-
duce or exclude the possibilities of erosion of the 
tax base or the elimination of tax-free profits. The 
purpose of deoffshorization is to include in the 
general corporate tax base companies to stop the 
tax base’s dilution.

4. DISCUSSION

Kjediora, Kraslawski, and Kärri (2016) argue that 
there are many factors contributing to the dynam-
ic growth of the offshore business industry, for 
example, reducing trade barriers and transport 
costs, as well as technological changes. Kedziora, 
Kraslawski, and Kärri (2016) also wrote that the 
multinational financial management is difficult, 
and most offshore business organizations are mul-
tinational or global. The results of Šramko (2015) 
assess changes in French and Italian policy of 
taxation of financial transactions. Zhang (2017) 
studied economic growth, economic structural 
changes and the accumulation of wealth in a het-

erogeneous household economy. Kalinina (2016) 
argues that it is possible to construct a progressive 
tax scale, taking into account the likelihood of tax 
evasion, or to ensure the equality of profitability 
of taxes.

Ameur and Tkiouat (2016) noted that there is a dif-
ference between methods and tools for tax fraud 
and tax audit. Tax administrations should be in-
terested in understanding the manifestations of 
tax fraud and its causes. Bobrova (2016) system-
atized the problems and causes of the antagonism 
of subjects of tax legal relations to create an effec-
tive and optimal model of interaction between tax 
entities.

Summarizing the experience of carrying out a 
comprehensive assessment of the impact of spe-
cial economic zones on their native territories, 
Sinenko and Mayburov (2017) identified key com-
ponents of the analysis: fiscal, social and econom-
ic indicators of regional development. Tax breaks 
provided by special economic zones are criticized 
on the grounds that they destroy the tax base and 
reduce budget revenues without significant re-
gional gain. The results obtained by Sinenko and 
Mayburov (2017) testify that the creation of spe-
cial economic zones has yielded significant posi-
tive results for the development of regions.

The study by Balseven and Tugcu (2017) examines 
the impact of fiscal policies on income distribu-
tion by comparison between groups of develop-
ing and developed countries. Huda, Nugraheni, 
and Kamarudin (2017) note that transfer pricing 
is carried out in the form of minimizing tax ex-
penditures without tax regulation (tax avoidance) 
and conducting transactions to minimize tax li-
abilities without complying with regulation (tax 
evasion). From a study conducted by Martina 
(2017), it is clear that for the three types of tax 
structure the highest percentage of income from 
indirect taxes – from VAT, and in direct – from 
the income tax. Harahap, Sinaga, Manurung, and 
Maulana (2018) say that if the government plans 
to increase tax revenues, it should ensure the sta-
bility of macroeconomic conditions and establish 
an optimal tax rate, as well as continue to increase 
revenues from tax the sector. Hong, Tsai, Lee, and 
Dang (2018) confirm that an increase in the tax 
rate will lead to higher prices. Once inflation is 
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triggered, it will increase consumption and pro-
duction costs. According to Zirgulis (2014), an ac-
knowledgment of the existence of tax competition 
between countries makes an important contribu-
tion to studying the relationship between produc-
tivity shocks and changes in tax rates. Despite the 
relatively small relationship between tax rates and 
productivity, Zirgulis (2014) has confirmed that 
shocks from foreign productivity have a negative 
impact on housing tax rates.

This study considers the influence of global deoff-
shorization on foreign economic activity of en-
terprises of the national economy of Ukraine. It 
is true that favorable tax conditions are attracting 
international business. The enterprises have an op-
portunity to optimize the taxation of their profits. 
Of course, the introduction of offshore zones in 
certain countries only enriched the economies of 
these countries, creating an uneven flow of capi-
tal between countries. Enriching the economies of 
certain countries due to attractive tax conditions 
creates problems for the world economy. The pres-
ence of offshore zones, on the one hand, stimulates 
the foreign economic activity, but on the other 
hand, does not create fair conditions for business.

Today, almost all the countries of the world hold 
the deoffshorization course. International rules of 
the game are changing, they need to be adapted. 
At present, the use of offshore structures without 
their proper declaration becomes very risky for 
enterprises.

Global deoffshorization requires international 
business to perform its foreign economic activity 
on an equal footing. This will ensure fair and open 
rules of the game, in which each company will 
develop its foreign economic activity. The disap-
pearance of offshore will contribute to a uniform 
distribution of taxes and investments between 
countries. It will be beneficial both for the global 
economy as a whole and for the economy of each 
state separately.

Under conditions of global deoffshorization, capi-
tal will move between countries on identical terms. 
This will ensure the flow of capital without favor-
ing countries with more attractive taxation con-
ditions. From now on, world business will choose 
other conditions when choosing a jurisdiction to 
conduct its foreign economic activity. Weighing 
all the advantages and disadvantages of global de-
offshorization, it will have a positive impact on the 
foreign economic activity. Establishing the same 
and fair economic conditions will help attract 
investment in the country, regardless of whether 
they have preferential tax treatment or not. Today, 
the world community is moving towards ensuring 
the flow of capital evenly into the world economy, 
which will create real prerequisites for the devel-
opment of foreign economic relations. The world 
business will have more opportunities to choose 
the jurisdiction of its foreign trade activities.

Over the past few years, Ukraine has actually been 
struggling to tackle withdrawal of capital off-
shore, despite the fact that the high level of shad-
ow economy in Ukraine greatly complicates state 
control over capital movements. The disadvantag-
es in the system of state regulation of foreign eco-
nomic activity create a favorable ground for the 
dissemination of various schemes for the with-
drawal of capital from Ukraine, which are used 
for tax evasion and laundering of proceeds from 
crime. Consequently, the implementation of BEPS 
measures, in the context of rules and the manda-
tory exchange of tax information, will stimulate 
Ukrainian business to turn off offshore profits.

At the regional level, registering or cooperating 
with offshore companies can demonstrate how an 
enterprise is doing business. Especially it is nec-
essary to consider in detail the situation, if such 
operations in offshore jurisdictions are dozens or 
hundreds. It is better to think about the transpar-
ency of the enterprise, which cooperates massively 
with offshore.

CONCLUSION

The largest volume of export-import operations among investigated offshores in Ukraine is with 
Panama. During 2015–2016, there is no overall foreign economic activity of Ukraine with the Bahamas 
and Seychelles. Ukraine shipped the largest amount of goods for export to classical offshores, and re-
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ceived imports from classical offshores for 2012–2013. During 2014–2016, there is a decline in Ukraine’s 
export and import operations with classical offshore companies. Since 2017, the volume of exports and 
imports with classical offshores has risen again. The value of exports from Ukraine to the classical off-
shores during the investigated period in several times exceeded the value of imports. This situation is 
due to the fact that goods are sold to an offshore company, and then it sells this product to enterprises in 
other countries. There is a large number of ways to withdraw capital in the offshore, and there are con-
stantly new schemes. However, international trade, i.e. import and export, is one of the most profitable 
and widely used ways in which cash flows into offshore zones.

Since the volume of international trade of Ukraine with midshores during 2002–2017 is the greatest 
with the United Kingdom, for a more detailed disclosure of the research, a correlation analysis of the 
dependence of the UK export indicator on exports to countries of origin, imports and balance of off-
shore countries has been conducted. The analysis showed a direct relationship between the UK exports 
to Ukraine with the following indicators: imports from Ireland, imports from New Zealand, imports 
from the Netherlands, and imports from Germany. Interesting results are the direct relationship be-
tween the magnitude of exports to the UK with Ukraine and the indicators of international trade be-
tween Ukraine and Austria. There is indirect correlation between the indicators of exports to Great 
Britain from Ukraine with the following indicators: the balance of foreign trade of Ukraine with Hong 
Kong, the balance foreign trade of Ukraine with Germany and the balance foreign trade of Ukraine 
with Switzerland. There is no correlation between the indicators of international trade of Ukraine with 
the countries of classical offshore.

A study was also conducted on the presence or absence of a relationship between the volume of balances, 
exports and imports from Ukraine to the United Kingdom with the macroeconomic indicators of the 
national economy. The relationship between exports from Ukraine to the UK was as follows: GDP, GDP 
per capita, GNI, GNI per capita, Household final consumption expenditure, Taxes on international 
trade (feedback). Direct correlation is between import volumes from Ukraine to the UK with the fol-
lowing indicators: GDP, GDP per capita, GNI, GNI per capita, Gross capital formation, Gross domestic 
expenditure, Household final consumption expenditures. There is a reverse significant relationship be-
tween the volume of international trade balance of Ukraine with the United Kingdom with the follow-
ing indicators: GDP, GDP per capita, GNI, GNI per capita, Gross capital formation, Gross value added 
at factor cost, Household final consumption expenditure, Taxes on exports, Taxes on income, profit and 
capital gains. There are no significant relationships with other studied parameters.

The research results can be used to enhance managerial attention and identify problems can help pre-
vent errors in the economy’s deoffshorization. Managers can compare and find results, and thus enrich 
knowledge collections to make informed decisions. In addition, this study continued to search for op-
timal solutions for further improvements in the field of deoffshorization on the national and regional 
economy of Ukraine. In further research, the correlation between the magnitudes of exports to classical 
offshores, onshores and midshores will be studied. There is direct correlation with the decrease of ex-
ports to classical offshore; exports to onshore and midshares are increasing.
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